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TOPIC: THEATRICAL STYLES
Same as how we find interest on things, there
were a lot of varieties that theatre style must have
on order to cater the interest of wider audiences.
Theatrical style are influenced by their time, place,
artistic and other social structures (mind the
limitations), as well as the individual style of the
particular artist or group of artists. As theatre is
a mongrel art form (variation that is not genuine;
something irregular, inferior or of dubious origin),
a production may or may not have stylistic
integrity with regard to the script, acting, direction,
design, music, and venue. There are varieties of
theatrical styles used:

Figure 1: Annie Theatrical play
in Kings Theatre, Brooklyn

1. CLASSICAL. These kinds of style came from the
Greek Theatre, Roman, Medieval, Elizabethan, Jacobean, or a restoration of known drama from ages
ago. The themes used depends on the time the play was first produced or the time the story seemed
to occur. At first this kind of play were performed by individuals wearing masks together with a chorus
with actors performing with wide movements or gestures. The actors must physically, (and vocally)
train their bodies to be effective on appearing especially on larger theatres.
The period the classical style is always visible on the theme of the play. The key characteristics of this
theatrical style were the heightened language using verses and prose (Matter of fact) with the aim to
hear the play, enjoy the language, humor, and the moral of the story.
2. COMMEDIA DELL’ARTE ("comedy of the profession"). This kind of theatrical style are from
improvisation. Its popularity are at its peak from 1575 to 1650 wherein most people look after
theatrical plays as a form of entertainment. Originated in Italy in the 1950’s, this theatrical play was
neither professional nor open to the public. The performance only requires actors and a very few
props. There were no set in most of the performance since it might take toll on the income of the
play. The performers were all male (even for female roles) and they were paid by taking a share on
the play’s profits based on the roles they were given (the more important the role, the higher the
share). The aim of this kind of play style were pure entertainment or comedy with the character
mainly revolving around the lovers, masters, and servants.
3. NATURALISM. A play performed in realist settings (the origin of movies) based on classical texts.
The stories mainly reflect realities of life. The actors on this kind of theatrical style attempts complete
identification with the role (attained through internalizing), understanding the role itself in terms of
given circumstances. The key characteristic of this style is the use of the natural forms of speech and
expression with the aim to make the audience as an onlooker and see the great acting in the recreation
of the character.

4. THEATRE OF CRUELTY. During the surrealist
period (around 1931), this theatre style
became prominent. Expressed by Antonin
Artaud Dance and gesture create deeper
meaning than words.
These extreme
emotions and emotions result as lack of
control. This style proves that there are no
limits to how theatre can stimulate an
emotion or how to bring this about. The
aim of this style is for the audience to be
moved, shocked and involved in the
performance.

Figure 2:

Theatre of Cruelty
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5. REALISM. Superseding of the naturalism style.
This a theatre style wherein the actors portrays
characters on stage that are close to real life, with
realistic setting or stage. They direct the attention to
the physical and philosophic problems of social and
psychological existence. The playwright presents
characters as ordinary, impotent (lacking power or
ability) and unable to reach answers to their
predicament as to address social issues. The main
character of the play often asserts themselves
against an injustice that affects them personally or a
segment of society that they represent.
The theatre of realism investigated and spoke about
real people in everyday situations, dealing with
common problems. It is a theatrical style that
takes unshrinking look at the way things really are in Figure 3: Realism theatre on American Living room
the world Writers of realist theatre desire to present
life as it really happens to people.
6. SYMBOLISM. A theatrical style created during late nineteenth century (Around 1870’s) together with
the art movement of French and Belgian Origin. Symbolism is somewhat considered as a backlash to
the naturalism and realism style due to its nature of being highly metaphorical and suggestive. This
style aimed to make the audience interpret imagery and ideas to their absolute truth.
The symbol can bring about greater meaning than any literal suggestion and can usually used to
represent something different than what you will see at face value. Symbolism in terms of theatre
can be done with color, movement, and texture.
7. EXPRESSIONISM. Refers to the cultural movement in arts (painting, poetry, and music) originating in
Germany at the start of he 20th century (1900’s). In reaction to the Revolutionary style of the French’s
Impressionism, the theatrical style also became anti realism in seeing the truth lying within man. The
outward appearance on stage can be distorted and be unrealistic to portray an eternal truth. The
subject mostly dramatizes spiritual awakening or sufferings of the main character and the struggle
against social class values and/or established authority (heroism). This style were characterized by its
representation of the world in a subjective perspective, emphasizing the emotional effect, evoking of
moods and organization of ideas. Movements were heightened as to speech and portrayed as
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telegraphic or ‘clipped’ (short expressive actions). The aim of this style is to give spectacle, illusion,
and emotional experience.
8. ABSURDISM. In the time wherein human
race is facing a lot of unfortunate events,
(1940’s to 60’s) this style was presented to
express the belief that human existence has no
meaning or purpose that all communication
breaks down. Characterized by bread comedy,
mixed with horrific images, the characters
caught in hopeless situations that forced them
to do meaningless actions. The plots plays on
cynical or absurdly expansive; either a parody
or dismissal of realism and the “well-made play”
aiming to create subversive or anarchic view of
Figure 4: The Theatre of the Absurd
society.
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9. MODERNISM. Sees art, including theatre, as
detached from life in a pure way and able to
reflect on life critically. This style includes any
activities of hose who felt the traditional forms of
art, including the social organization and daily life
were becoming outdated in the new economic,
social, and political conditions of an emerging
fully industrialized world. Modernism rejects the
lingering certainty of Enlightenment thinking, and
also that of the existence of a compassionate,
all-powerful creator. The aim of modernism
theatre style is to make the audience to question
Figure 5: Modern Opera
the axioms (A saying that is widely accepted on
its own merits) of the previous ages.
10. POST MODERNISM. The style that challenges the accepted views of the world by including the use of
multiple arts and media forms. The story is narrative broken, paradoxical, and imagistic. The
characters are fragmented (divided by beliefs or by the storyline), forming a collection of contrasting or
parallel ideas from a central theme or traditional character. Each performance is considered as an
spectacle, with no intent on methodical repetition. Audiences are integral to the shared meaning and
making of the performance process. Instead of having only one person as a director, the rehearsal
process was driven by shared improvisation, it supersedes the scripted texts. The main point of this
style is to encourage the audience to reach their own individual understanding (difference in
understanding actually helps in the promotion of the style as well)
11. PHYSICAL. The common theatrical style the
Japanese is using at present.
It has been
th
prominent during the 20 century. It often have
little or no dialogue at all since the main focus is
the movement as the main part of the
performance. It is a type of performance where
physical movement is the primary method of
storytelling. This style challenges the traditional,
proscenium arc (The wall that separates the stage
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Figure 6: Physical Theatre
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from the auditorium in a modern theatre), and the performer – audience relationship.
12. VERBATIM. From the name itself, it is a theatrical style constructed from precise words spoken by
people interviewed about a chosen event or topic. It is not written in a non-traditional sense but
conceived, collected and collated. The aim of this style is to seek ways to achieve a degree of
authority akin to that represented by the news. In that way, they can give more meaning and
effective viewpoint o some challenging situations. Recorded voices are part of the extension of
verbatim theatre. It allows mimicry of the accents, manner of speech, and words of those they portray
more effectively. Little do this style used because of the recent technologies for theatre that emerged
during the 20th century.

TO DO LIST
Compare the three theatrical styles by completing the Venn diagram below

EXPRESSIONISM

VERBATIM

PHYSICAL

Critical Questions:




Which theatrical style interests you most? What makes it interesting for you?
What common characteristic(s) does classical theatre and modernism theatre have?
What makes symbolism style unique from the other theatrical styles?

Note:
Answers may be typewritten

Always make it a habit of putting your name, Grade Level and track at the back of your activities.

